THE BAGHDAD AIR MAIL
Moqattam Hills on one side and the Libyan Desert
on the other. I could see little Ma'adi nestling in
its green, and to the north the cultivation looked like
a huge floor of brown and green parquetry, with the Nile
winding through it. There was a mist horizon with
small cumulus clouds straying unevenly about its edge.
Stent brought "Valkyrie" down in a fierce spiral. I
asked him to desist, in deference to the crew, especially
those towards the back of the hull. After we had
landed we had a very pleasant bathe in No. 216 Squadron
baths. Russell came up to South Camp to fetch us
in his car, which was very nice of him.
While we were flying over to Egypt, on that very
hot run from L.G. V to L.G. D, my left wrist got terribly
burnt where the sun fell on it. My hand was mostly
shaded by the lip of the fairing; but where my wrist
was exposed, up to my sleeve, with a neat image of
my wrist-watch left out, the skin was dull crimson, as
if it had been seared. The great thing is to protect
yourself against the power of the sun, when it is as
strong as that. Shorts and stockings are very unwise.
It is best to fly in a tunic if one can stand it.
Helityolis to Ziza. The return journey. As I had
stayed a week extra waiting for the engine, Maitland
and Laing had gone off the previous Thursday. This
time Flight Lieutenant Geoffrey Hornblower Cock, of
No. 8 Squadron, had to accompany me with D.H^a
J 7017, as he had no wireless. He was one of the
party who had brought Air Vice-Marshal Ellington on
leave from India. Cock's tank had split, so the others
had gone back without him.
When we started there was a layer of low cloud,
about 500 feet up, as there frequently is in Egypt in

